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This paper gives a combinatorial derivation of the counting series (Gm (alter- 
natively $3 for positive integer sequences by rises, falls and levels (alternately 
exceedances, deficiencies and constants). 
In this paper, we will formulate and solve two problems in sequence 
enumeration by finding two different generating functions for the same set of 
sequences. Once one of these generating functions is found, the other will be 
immediately obtained by using a combinatorially-derived relationship between 
the two generating functions. 
DEFINITION 1. Given a finite sequence s = (sl, s2 ,..., s,> of positive 
integers. A rise (alternately full, level) of S is an ordered pair (si , si+&, 
i E (1, 2,..., n - l} such that si -=c si+r (alternately si > s~+~ , si = si+r). Let P = 
<fl , $2 ,***, &) be the unique permutation of s such that f1 < $ < *a* < & . 
An exceedance (alternately deficiency, constant) of s is an ordered pair <si , 4> 
such that si < fi (alternately si > & , si = $). 
If a sequence s = (sl , s, ,..., s,) to {I, 2 ,..., m> has b( distinct occurrences 
of the integer i, r rises, ffalls and I levels, we define o(s) as xry~~z~ie t1,2,. . . ,ml 
LY?, a term on the set of variables {x, y, z, (or , (Y* ,..., CY.,J; if the same sequence 
s has e exceedances, d deficiencies and c constants, we define w*(s) as 
~Ydd-rieks ,.,., mPi bf a term on the same set of variables. The reZative series 2 
#(S) of a set S of positive integer sequences is defkted by 16-(S) = Csps w(s); 
thefixedseries #*(S) is defined by 6*(S) = CseS w*(s). If U,,, is the set of all 
finite integer sequences to {I, 2,..., m}, we write $m for #(U,,,) and $2 for 
#*(U,J. If B,,, is the set of all integer sequences to {I, 2,..., m} beginning 
with m, we write 0, for a,b(B,J. 1 
The coefficients in & (alternately $2) give the number of sequences to 
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(1, 2,..., m} with a given number of rises, falls and levels (alternately ex- 
ceedances, deficiencies and constants) and a given number of occurrences of 
each element. We require the series $m and $2. In this paper, & will be 
found explicitly for all m using only the well-known Addition and Multi- 
plication Theorems of enumerative combinatorics, together with purely 
combinatorial arguments. Then the series #zZ will be explicitly given for all m. 
The method of proof uses a construction originally due to Foata [2]. 
Both series have also been obtained by Jackson [3] using a different method. 
By substituting uyi for oli ,j E (1, 2 ,..., m} in Q&$, (alternately z&), we obtain the 
$2 (alternately #,/xy) of Jackson. The result of our Theorem 1 was originally 
obtained by Carlitz [l]. 
LEMMA 1. Using the notation of Dejinition 1: 
(4 b = 6, + +L + *m-lxem 
(b) 0, = 1 Tamz + 1 :mamz ~64~ - en,). 
Proof. (a) A sequence s to (1, 2 ,..., m} either, 
(i) begins with m, 
(ii) contains no m (and is therefore into (1, 2,..., m - I>), or 
(iii) contains at least one si = m, i # 1, and s, # m. 
The relative series for the sets of all sequences satisfying (i) and (ii) are by 
Definition 1 respectively 8, and &,+1 . 
To any sequence s = (sl, S, ,..., s,) satisfying (iii) there corresponds the 
two sequences <sl, s, ,..., siV1) E V,-, and (si , s~+~ ,..., s,> E B, . Con- 
versely, the ordered pairing of any sequence in U,-, with any sequence in B, 
corresponds to a sequence satisfying (iii). Thus by the Multiplication 
Theorem, the relative series for the set of all sequences satisfying (iii) is 
&,-,x0, , the extra x corresponding to the rise <s~.-~, si>. 
Now because the possibilities (i), (ii), (iii) are mutually exclusive, the result 
follows by the Addition Theorem. 
(b) A sequence s to (1, 2,..., m) beginning with m either contains an 
i -C m or does not (i.e. is onto {ml). The relative series for all sequences s = 
<Sl 3 s2 >***, s,> onto m (i.e. sj = m for all 1 G i 7r n) is a;n/(l - amz). 
Any sequence s = (sl , s2 ,..., s,) containing an i < m can be uniquely 
expressed as the product of a sequence (sl , s2 ,..., siel) of a11 m’s and 
<Si ,*-*, $2 E urn - &a, where i is the smallest integer such that si # m. 
Conversely, such a product is a sequence to (1, 2,..., m> beginning with m 
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and containing an i < m. Then by the Multiplication Theorem, the relative 
series for the set of all such sequences is h/(1 - ~,&JJ(I/I~ - O,), the extra y 
corresponding to the fall <si-r, si). By the Addition Theorem, the result 
follows. 1 
THEOREM 1. 
# = I-z u + (x - 4 %I - I-K, u + (Y - 4 4 7n x I-I& (1 + (Y - z> 4 - Y rI;“,, u + (x - 4 4 * 
Proof. By eliminating 8, from equations (a) and (b) of Lemma 1, 
we have: 
The result follows by induction on m. 1 
Now that we have obtained the relative series & , we proceed to the next 
step-the relationship between #m and 16;1: . 
DEFINITION 2. Given a 2 x n matrix M of positive integers and A C 
0, 2,.-v n}, we write MA as the 2 x ) A 1 matrix of all the i-th columns, 
i E A, in the order in which they appear in M. We write r(s) as the matrix 
[:I, for all sequences s of positive integers. We define o*(M) as o*(t), where t 
is the second row of n/r, and the first row of M is a rearrangement of t. 
LEMMA 2. Using the notation of Definition 1: 
ProoJ A sequence s = (sr , S, ,..., s,) to {I, 2 ,..., m> either: 
(i) contains no m, 
(ii) ends with m, or 
(iii) contains at least one Si = m, i # n and s, # m. 
The hxed series for the sets of all sequences satisfying (i) and (ii) are by 
Definition 1 respectively 1+4$& and $$cx~z. 
Given a sequence s satisfying (iii), let A = (aI , a2 ,..., ak} C {I, 2 ,..., n> be 
such that: 
(i) faj = s,~+~ # m, j E (1, 2 ,..., k - 11, 
(ii) &b = s,~ = m, and 
(iii) fl # faj for all aj+l > 1 > aj , j E (1, 2 ,..., k - I}. 
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Let the second row of r(s), be a. Let u be the sequence (s,~ , sas ,..., s,,). 
Then since every rise (alternately fall, level) of the form (s,+ , s,& of U, 
j E {l, 2,..., k - l} corresponds to an exceedance (alternately deficiency, 
constant) of v, and only the exceedance (s,~ , s^,,> of v remains, we have 
w”(v) = w(u)x. But: 
or 
w*(s) = w”(t) w*(v), 
where t is the second row of r(.~)~,,,,,..,~)-~ . Thus w*(s) = w*(t)xw(u). 
The sequence u has exactly one m, namely ur , and the sequence t is to 
u, z..., m}. Conversely, given an ordered pair (t’, u’) of such sequences, form 
the matrix 
Permute the columns of M without changing the order of any columns i, j 
such that U; = ~j, to obtain a matrix N of the form [t]. Let L be the matrix 
t:]. Lastly, permute the columns of LN as before to obtain a matrix r(s’) 
for some s’. Then if t’ = t and u’ = u, we have s’ = s. Now the fixed series 
for the set of sequences U’ is a:m~m-l . So by the Multiplication Theorem, the 
fixed series for the set of all sequences satisfying (iii) is #~x~y,,+r, as 
required. 1 
THEOREM 2. 
Proof This result follows by induction on m after substituting the 
explicit formula of Theorem 1 for zt& into the formula of Lemma 2 to 
obtain a recursion for $2 . 1 
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